
Tools of the Trade

Flashlights and Hammers



Agenda

● Who am I?
● Data Thoughts
● What systems are generating data?
● What’s the difference between a flashlight and a hammer when talking data?
● How do I know which tool is appropriate?
● Exit ticket



Who am I?

● Jamie Harper Martinez, Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and 
Instruction at Van Alstyne ISD

○ 6th year at VAISD

● PK-5 principal
○ 3 years

● PK-8 principal
○ 3 years

● RLA teacher, both general education and special education at elementary 
and secondary levels (Seniors to kinder)

○ 8 years



Data Thoughts



Why use data?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpBcwGOvO80


What systems are generating data?

District Level Data Reviewed

•BOY tests in 5th and 8th Science

•TEK aligned Quarterly Assessments

•STAAR released questions where applicable

•1st-12th grade all core subjects

•TEKS Checks

•Benchmarks

•District Written

•Build stamina in STAAR grades/tests

•TEKS Checks no more than 10 
questions (preferably 5)

*STAAR tested subjects only

•Benchmarks are released STAAR tests



What’s the difference between a flashlight 
and a hammer when talking data?

Flashlight allows us to

★ Highlight strong instructional practices
★ Collaborate across teams/campuses
★ Determine what needs to be spiraled
★ Examine curriculum resources
★ Plan PD
★ Utilize teacher strengths

○ T.O.T.
○ Teacher led peer support

★ Determine common misconceptions
★ Celebrate growth

○ Even if they aren’t to standard yet
★ Ensure vertical alignment of curriculum

Hammers allow us to

★ Document the evidence of poor 
instructional strategies/poor teaching

★ Use the data as a basis for tough 
conversations

Things to remember:
★ Separate honors/AP from general 

education when comparing 
teachers

★ Check cohort data to determine 
growth

★ Check longitudinal data to 
determine program effectiveness

★ Track subpops from the 
beginning!



Same chart covers cohort 
and programs!



District wide goal is for all subpops to be within 5% points of the “all 
students” group



How do I know which tool is appropriate?

Use data as a flashlight 98% of the time.

★ Data meetings.
○ See data worksheet

★ PLC’s
★ Curriculum Adoption/revamp
★ Campus focus/goals

Hammers are only to be used when you are 
working at “growing out” a teacher.

Bottom line? Data tells 
a story.  What do you 
want to say?



Can data in schools protect those who are overlooked?  How?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMObWsKaIls




What if teachers think data is a hammer 
when you sincerely mean it to be a 
flashlight???

How do you create the right 
culture?



● I think administrators feel the pressure about data like teachers do. It takes a skillful administrator 
(with a heart for children) to discuss data with a teacher so the teacher doesn't pass along the 
pressure to children. Helping teachers identify one or two goals from the data is the flashlight. 
Unloading on a teacher whose data indicates several goal areas is the hammer.

● I think it's all about attitude and presentation. You can tell right away if it's a "gotcha" or not based 
on the conversations and stress level of your admin. Data will always make people "nervous" 
because you feel like it shows everything you're doing wrong, but if admin doesn't have that 
attitude, it changes how you feel about it.

● Good teachers will always look for ways to improve their teaching and craft. Honoring this fact as 
part of the culture of the campus and district would be beneficial. Administration should show 
understanding and support when data is unfavorable. Their attitude and approach sets the tone 
for the teachers.



Q&A



Exit Ticket


